Payments starting as low
as $ 995.00 per month.*

4-In-1

Payments starting as low as
$ 1,095.00 per month.*

DIGITAL X-RAY IMAGING SYSTEM
16x9 FOV & 18x10

The G2 is the highest image quality in dental imaging with not even a close
second. When compared to the other systems in the market place, the G2
stands alone. Why not get the Best for less. Check with the PSC Group on
4-in-1 Digital (PANO, CEPH, CBCT/Model)
LOW DOSE AND HIGH Image Quality
MULTI FOV SELECTION
THE ART-V
GREEN SCAN TIME
3D SCANNING FOR MODEL

HD Sensor
REDEFINING INTRAORAL SENSORS
Experience the highest resolution
VATECH quality and design
New contrast filters for your perfect image
Direct interface with USB 3.0
Available sizes are: 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0

4.8 MM ULTRA-SLIM DESIGN

Experience the Highest Resolution
The HD Sensor is clinically usable at a wide range of exposure settings and is more consistent than all of the other sensors in the
market. Practitioners benefit from reducing exposure-related retakes and finding it less time consuming. Also, patients benefit
from the reduction of radiation exposure. With our high sensitivity sensor, you can capture diagnosable images under any
condition, even when using old X-ray source.

Ez Dent—i 2D Software

Purchase 2 HD sensors for $ 6,595.00
each and receiver a Free sensors +
EzDent-i Software at No Charge.

The World’s First Clinical Imaging & Patient
Consultation Solution. With over 200 unique
animations, VCT gives you the tools to not only
educate patients on treatment plans, but also show how
the plan is relevant to their specific case.
Using our revamped Sharpening and Max Sharpening
Tool, enhance the quality of your images even further
than ever before.
Organize and export your images quickly and efficiently
and avoid complicated procedures and training using
EzDent-i intuitive Click-and-Drag interface.

EzRay Air W
Weight Innovation Wall-Mounted Intraoral X-ray
Wall mounted EzRay Air is a lightweight x-ray device designed for easy handling and
stable positioning for optimal image quality on your intraoral X-rays. The EzRay Air’s
lightweight tube head provides users with a stable and easy-to-use x-ray source
which maximizes image clarity and optimizes work flow.

Smart Dial for All Functions
The operating panel located on the tube head creates a much
simpler and much faster work flow. Using the Smart dial,
practitioners will notice a decrease in preparation time and it eliminates the need to remember complicated control buttons
and configurations.

$ 4,195.00
with
2 year warranty

Secure Clear Images With A 0.4mm Focal Spot
Compared to other intraoral sensors in the market, the EzRay Air provides
optimal image quality and additional diagnostic value with a
0.4mm focal spot.

